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MOODY’S MOVES  
INTO THE FUTURE 
WITH NEXT-GEN ABS 
SUITE PLUS
Moody’s Analytics has been beefing up 
its administration, reporting and analytics 
solutions to offer clients greater flexibility, 
control and optimisation when managing 
term, warehouse and covered-bond 
transactions. The platform automates  
a labour-intensive process and removes  
the guesswork of choosing an optimal pool 
of assets.

A
ustralian securitisation broke records in 2021, 
with A$47.3 billion (US$33.9 billion) raised in 66 
deals, an improvement on 2017’s A$46.6 billion 
(see chart). New entrants from the nonbank 
sector were notable in the flow of issuance, as a 

growing group of new names reached the stage of business 
development where public term funding became relevant. 

Moody’s Analytics says new entrants are prime candidates 
for a platform such as ABS Suite Plus, which automates and 
streamlines onerous investor and regulatory reporting. Issuers 
and trustees use the software platform for the administration 
of securitisation programmes, supporting diverse underlying 
assets that can range from credit cards, mortgages and 
consumer loans to auto loans, leases and mobile-device 
payment plans. 

“The solution is designed fully to automate and provide 
infrastructure for a structured-finance issuance programme, be 

it securitisation, covered bond or any type of asset or mortgage-
backed securities,” says Marc Levine, managing director, issuer 
solutions at Moody’s in Boston. 

“When an issuer comes to market, it is faced with all 
sorts of challenges regarding daily and monthly reporting 
requirements. Our system takes data from the issuer’s source 
systems, automates all the calculations required at the loan 
level, then aggregates it.” 

In addition, all the logic related to the deal’s capital 
structure lies within ABS Suite Plus, as well as functionality 
that allows for an optimised selection of assets for inclusion 
in securitisations or warehouses, while automating reporting, 
accounting and cash flows. “In Australia, RBA [Reserve Bank 
of Australia] reporting can also be automated through the 
platform and payment instructions produced,” Levine adds.

More than 150 issuers and trustees globally take advantage 
of the Moody’s offering, making it the most widely used 
structured-finance platform in the world. In 2021 alone, 
Moody’s implemented a record number of new clients as 
organisations further recognised the importance and value of 
the functionality as well as the unique expertise, investment, 
commitment and experience it offers.

According to Moody’s, platform users have noted an 80 
per cent efficiency gain and significant reduction in keystroke 
error. “When firms generate these critical reports, there are 
sometimes no controls and no reviewer who understands all 
the complex calculations going on in the spreadsheet,” Levine 
explains. 

“This is a huge key person and control risk, particularly 
considering the size of many of these transactions. Our system 
solves these challenges and does so in a way that provides a 
significant improvement on the time and effort it takes to 
generate the reports, accounting entries and other downstream 
obligations.”

Without the system, Levine continues, the whole process 
tends to be manual – people pulling data off servicing systems, 
entering it into spreadsheets and calculating offline. A typical 
month could include multiple days with multiple people 
working on reporting. The Moody’s platform takes the entire 
manual process and fully automates it, Levine says.

ISSUER SPEED
Six debut issuers tapped the Australian market in 2021, with 
deals totalling A$1.6 billion. All came from the nonbank 

“We have built and modernised an unmatched set of configurable 
functionality and we are able to leverage it in Australia and the rest of the 
world. The flexibility to handle any complexity a deal may contain, either 
on the collateral or structure side, is the single most important thing to 
consider when investing in a system.”  
MARC LEVINE MOODY’S ANALYTICS
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sector. Securitisation has historically been the primary 
means of funding for these issuers as structured finance 
gives them access to institutional debt finance at a price that 
typically helps them compete with authorised deposit-taking 
institutions (ADIs).

Levine says the time it takes to set up a new deal is an 
important consideration for issuers and trustees focused on 
efficiency. “Without the right system, setting up new deals can 
be extremely arduous. But if a tool has the right features issuers 
can leverage existing deals and reduce operational overhead 
while having all the necessary controls in place,” he adds.

Enhancements to the platform have also made selecting 
assets from warehouses and adding them to term deals 
simpler, optimising the funding process. 

Levine comments: “We have integrated a mixed-integer 
solver, making it easier for clients with warehouses to take 
loans out and put them into a securitisation. It is a complicated 
process with a lot of moving parts as issuers are trying to select 
a pool of assets for a term deal, which has a set of eligibility 
and compliance rules, while at the same time keeping their 
warehouses in compliance with covenants. ABS Suite Plus can 
do it in a single automated process.”

To accomplish this, a series of optimisation routines – 
which consider all eligibility and compliance rules of the term 

deal and warehouses – are run against the assets to help select 
an optimal collateral pool for the securitisation and what to 
leave in the warehouse. 

BESPOKE CONFIGURATION
Australian mortgages do not necessarily behave like those 
found in other parts of the world. For instance, split home 
loans that divide the mortgage into fixed- and variable-interest 

The underlying mobile contracts 
backing T-Mobile’s securitisations 
are small in dollar value but massive 
in number. The issuer maintains 
two privately placed revolving 
securitisations totalling about US$1 
billion apiece, even though the 
nature of its mobile phone contracts 
is constantly changing in line with 
marketing campaigns. 

“We like to do creative and 
exciting things, and ABS Suite has 
been able to keep up with all of 
them,” says Amber Carrasco, Seattle-
based director, financial services at 
T-Mobile. 

The borrower has been using 
ABS Suite since 2015. Carrasco 
says its ability to adapt to T-Mobile’s 
specialised needs was impressive. 
“We often work with IT partners with 

which it is difficult to get on the same 
page – but Moody’s knew exactly 
what we were trying to accomplish,” 
she tells ASJ. 

Extracting and sorting through 
data from multiple sources then 
getting it into a format useful for 
investors was T-Mobile’s first 
challenge. “We have separate billing 
and loan-and-lease systems, but 
we need to pull data from both to 
calculate the outstanding balance,” 
Carrasco explains. “It does not 
sound complicated but the challenge 
is making sure we are capturing 
everything.”

She says ABS Suite helped 
set up the deals and get the data 
in. “We could easily see what we 
had available to sell that day,” she 
adds. “[ABS Suite] was able to work 

through the very complicated logic 
and the efficiencies gained were on 
the time we would have spent trying 
to figure this out manually. If we built 
this internally, it would take a couple 
of years.”

An in-house solution may have 
proved difficult to deliver during the 
pandemic, when regulatory changes 
meant T-Mobile needed to adapt 
its systems quickly. “We had to 
put collections on hold for some 
customers,” Carrasco explains.

It then became a case of working 
out how to identify these accounts 
within the system. “Moody’s helped 
us to get this up and running quickly 
and we were able to report on it 
within the first month,” she explains. 
“The response time was incredible, 
especially for something so urgent.”

T-Mobile notes efficiency gain with  
ABS Suite data management 
MOODY’S ANALYTICS’ ABS SUITE HELPED T-MOBILE PREPARE ITS DATA FOR SECURITISATION – A SUBSTANTIAL 
TASK FOR ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANIES. THE ISSUER SAYS THE PLATFORM 
PROVIDED CLEAN DATA FOR ITS TWO ASSET TYPES, READYING SECURITISATIONS FOR PRIVATE ISSUANCE.

SOURCE:  KANGANEWS 20  JANUARY 2022
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payments are not typically available in markets like the US. The 
RBA also demands slightly different data points for regulatory 
reporting than global counterparts.

Moody’s has spent years enhancing its offering to cater to 
local markets. But the configurable nature of its platform made 
this an easier task, according to Levine. 

He comments: “The way our platform is built, and the level 
of investment we have made, makes it capable of handling 
complex structures – including, but certainly not limited 
to, revolvers and master trusts. This is something difficult 
for a system without years of development and significant 
investment to do. 

“In fact, over the past three-plus decades, we have built and 
modernised an unmatched set of configurable functionality 
and we are able to leverage it in Australia and the rest of 
the world,” Levine continues. “The flexibility to handle any 
complexity a deal may contain, either on the collateral or 
structure side, is the single most important thing to consider 
when investing in a system.”

He suggests the true value of ABS Suite Plus lies in its 
ability to offer flexible setup: in fact, all its core capabilities are 

available to configure. If a user has a different product type or 
structure, the system can be configured based on the bespoke 
nature of the deal and issuer.

Levine adds ABS Suite Plus is capable of tracking different 
data elements and can process multiple inputs from multiple 
systems. “Our system handles so many complexities but 
the biggest one is the ability to manage all the possible 
permutations of how a capital structure or waterfall works. 
When building a modelling tool, unless you have tested the 
system on all sorts of different structures across multiple 
different asset classes – with different credit support and credit 
enhancement types – you really do not know until you get into 
the details of the specific deal that you have a system that can 
handle it.”

Levine says, with ABS Suite Plus, Moody’s is not customising 
but rather configuring what is already there for the client – or 
the user can do it themselves.

THE FUTURE
Moody’s purchased ABS Suite from Deloitte in late 2019, and 
has been improving the platform and combining it with 

The banking industry was swift to 
offer support, giving customers the 
option of repayment deferrals in 
the hope they would recover and 
meet mortgage obligations once the 
pandemic was brought under control. 

While the turmoil was at its peak, 
the Australian Prudential Regulation 
Authority (APRA) also issued guidance 
designed to support issuers of 
affected securitisations, specifically 
residential mortgage-backed 
securities.

“When the pandemic hit, APRA 
requested the banks increase 
their self-securitisation for liquidity 
purposes,” Maddalena Gowing, 
manager, securitisation and covered 
bonds at Suncorp Bank in Brisbane, 
explains. “We were the first bank 
to do it successfully – and that is 
because we used ABS Suite. We 
wanted to get on the front foot, and 
not get caught in a bottleneck with 
the rating agencies, and there was no 

way we could have done so without 
ABS Suite.” 

Following APRA’s call, Suncorp 
was able to double its on-balance 
sheet trust – or its internal 
securitisation – to A$12 billion 
(US$8.6 billion). 

“As we had everything 
formulated, coded and in the system 
the speed with which we worked was 
so much faster,” Gowing tells ASJ. 
“We received positive feedback from 
APRA and we provided a timeline on 
how we managed to get the increase 
done so quickly.” 

She notes the financial crisis 
presented a similar situation but 
Suncorp did not have access to ABS 
Suite at the time. “ABS Suite gives us 
an edge at critical times and it is good 
to have a standalone system we can 
control with all the information we 
need.” 

When the Reserve Bank of 
Australia (RBA) asked for an extra line 

of data within its mandatory reporting 
regime to ensure securitisations kept 
their repo-eligibility status in 2015, 
Suncorp was able to customise its 
ABS Suite platform quickly to meet 
the demands. 

Gowing comments: “We had only 
just started using the system, but 
we were able to design it to import 
all the necessary information that 
we needed to meet the additional 
reporting requirements. We were 
the first bank to pass the level two 
RBA reporting requirements when it 
became mandatory.” 

She says having a standalone, 
customisable system is important. 
“We were using Excel spreadsheets 
before, with a lot of manual entry 
and controls such as segregation of 
duty. With ABS Suite we have set 
up different permissions internally 
on a team-by-team basis, and we are 
pleased with how well this setup is 
working for the bank.”

Suncorp finds edge with ABS Suite’s                 
data management
WHEN COVID-19 STRUCK, THE ABILITY OF AUSTRALIAN MORTGAGE HOLDERS TO MAKE PAYMENTS WAS 
NEGATIVELY AFFECTED, PARTICULARLY THOSE IN THE SERVICE SECTOR.
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features from its other legacy platforms ever since. It is also 
exploring ways to leverage and integrate other analytical 
capabilities, such as credit models, that exist across the firm. 

Moody’s considers the platform as part of a larger 
structured-finance ecosystem. It is building tools that can 
connect it to other platforms it offers to warehouse lenders, 
investors and others with a vision of interoperability and 
connectivity that it believes will further enhance its value. 

Levine comments: “In addition to our ABS Suite Plus 
platform, we also have a system that captures data on 
securitisations across the world. Furthermore, we have clients 

providing warehouse lending that are using another one of our 
applications, and we are focused on providing interoperability 
and connectivity between the different platforms.”

For example, in future users will be able to generate 
reports out of the platform and make the data available to 
lenders and investors immediately. “We are also working on 
other types of cashflow analytics within the platform that 
will incorporate credit models,” Levine adds. “When this is 
in place, rather than a user inputting assumptions, it will 
leverage the credit models that include much broader and 
more sophisticated capabilities.” ■

What was onboarding ABS Suite 
like? How was the integration? 
◆ LI We had regular catch ups with 
the Moody’s teams in the US and 
Australia, and then held workshops 
to map out the data elements from 
our source system into ABS [asset-
backed securities] tables. We then 
designed our logic to sell assets into 
the asset classes in the trust on a 
daily basis. 

On the liability side, we started 
working on reporting and capturing 
the different structures and setting 
up calculations for the trust waterfalls 
that included different interest and 
fee calculations. We went live with 
our credit cards ABS deal in Q4 2020. 
We maintained a parallel-run process 
for a few months before we turned 
off the old system. 

What did you gain from switching to 
ABS Suite? 
◆ DONOHUE We have seen efficiency 
gains in the way we manage data 
and turn it into daily and monthly 
investor reports. We have a lot of 
data, given we issue credit cards to 
millions of customers. In the past, 
accounting and aggregating the data 
to determine our asset position and 
collections number was onerous. 

◆ LI Moody’s streamlined this by 
having a control process to sub-run 
the summary of the information. We 
also have the system integrated with 
our treasury management system. 
Once things are calculated, we push 
it to our other systems to settle 
payments and post into the general 
ledger. 

Previously, all the reporting was 
based in Excel and was open to 
human error and operational risk. 
With ABS Suite, everything is locked 
in with a set of logic programmed 
into the back end. It is more reliable.

What customisations did Moody’s 
make to fit the program into Latitude’s 
various issuance programmes? 
◆ LI The system itself is quite flexible 
to customise different kinds of 
waterfall logic. We have two types 
of trust for credit cards. One is like 
a warehouse that supports our daily 
growth in the asset class. We also 
have a master trust, like a term deal. 
The two have very different cash-
flow allocation requirements based 
on the legal documents. 

ABS Suite can be customised in 
a way that models the logic based 
on the requirements in the legal 
document for the cash flow. It is all 

driven by diagrams at the back end 
that act like flowcharts. 

It is quite easy to program to 
meet the requirements for the cash 
flow and it is easy to clone from an 
existing trust. 

Does ABS Suite accelerate the pace 
of issuance? 
◆ LI We get to market much quicker. 
For some of the recent deals we 
have closed, we realised just how 
much faster the turnaround is, 
particularly when dealing with the 
rating agencies’ requests for certain 
information or pool cuts. 

We were able to turn around 
these requests within an hour. 
Everything is just a click away to 
generate all charts and certifications 
to share externally. 
◆ DONOHUE We see a material benefit 
on the data side, such as collateral 
information we need to provide to 
investors and all other parties related 
to a transaction. The turnaround time 
for this has materially improved. 

Lead times for a transaction and 
marketing to investors has its own 
nuances depending on markets. But 
we have taken out the risk, or the 
delays, as they relate to the provision 
of the data. 

Latitude extends ABS Suite use,  
noting efficiency gains
LATITUDE FINANCIAL SERVICES INCORPORATED MOODY’S ANALYTICS ABS SUITE IN 2020, STARTING WITH ITS 
SALES FINANCE AND CREDIT CARD SECURITISATIONS BEFORE ROLLING OUT TO ITS OTHER PROGRAMMES. 
ASJ DISCUSSES THE SOFTWARE’S BENEFITS WITH OGGY LI, SENIOR MANAGER, TREASURY OPERATIONS, AND 
MICHAEL DONOHUE, ASSISTANT TREASURER, AT LATITUDE IN MELBOURNE.




